Title word cross-reference

$24.95$ [Bal17, Kap17a]. $27.00$ [Cra17].

1 [Her04b, Kra99b, Mor00b], 109 [Kru07b], 129 [Kas16]. 1917 [Nei00]. 1920s [Whi04]. 1920s-1950s [Whi04]. 1921 [Kur05b]. 1928 [Kur15]. 1930s [Ert10a, Ert10b, Kri04, Rut12b, Vai05]. 1934 [Myl15, Pip15, Hal07b]. 1939 [Cea06, Mou02, Nat04, Sch00b]. 1940 [Ing04a]. 1940-kh [Rob08]. 1941 [Gel12a, Pon13, She13, Avo04, Del07, Her05, Pol10, She12c, Sny09]. 1942 [Osg04]. 1942-62 [Osg04]. 1945 [Giu20, McKi15a, Rug16b, Bis10, Bra05, Kor10, Low08, Mas00, Rep12, Sha07a, Spr07, Sza10a, Wi103]. 1946 [Ris15, Mar06a, Val08]. 1947 [Ken13, Jol07]. 1948 [Bor09, Cur07, Gat03, Gra05, Ken03, Kus03, Lef03, Mar07a, Nai02, Sny03a]. 1949 [Dre05, Jon03, Mar12, Nai04, Nai08b]. 1950 [Haj12, Dom15a, Thi14, Lee06a, Lev04, Rea06, Ros09]. 1950s [Ass14, Bor99, Cho10, Cly13, Del13, Ka09, Ols18, Sha02, Zha06, Zin11,
Wat18, Hus00, Whi04]. 1953
[Hes13, Yor17b, Akt10, Bon07, Bru09, Din02, Lev07, Mad04, Mar06b, Mat04b, McDo06, Nor00, Pec08, Por09, SiI04, VA12, Wen09]. 1954
[Van17, Cog02a, Lar07a, Pru04]. 1955
[Dan16a, Kir16, Bra02a, Van02a, vD02]. 1956
[Ste20, Bor05a, Byr01, Joh06, Jon06, Sto06]. 1957 [Dei07, Mor06]. 1958
[Guz13, Zhu16, Ash10, Gar01a, Mil04a, Sha11]. 1960
[Han13, Ban07, Kru04b, Lun10, SiI02, Sha07b, Whi11b, Zha02]. 1960s
[Bus14, Din07, Jen17, Ols18, Ler15, McM16, Gar04b, Hen09]. 1961
[SS18a, Cha07a, Jon07, Lak11, Wet09]. 1962
[Col19, Car13a, Aro06, Coo04, Hes12, Sel02, Wys12]. 1963
[Gre05a, Hus05, Lut06, Mil04b, Pen06, Sep01, Wil02, Wis00]. 1964
[LX14, Goo15, Goo17, Kul13, Kan12a, Sie06, SF11, Tau02]. 1965 [Kan15, Sav14, Vel14a, Ale09, Chu07a, Fis03, McM12a, Smi08, Ste10, Tha06, War08]. 1966 [Her03b, Cat08, Gar06, Law08, Sch05, Son02]. 1967
[Col15, Kal18, Nam13, Din04, Doc08, Fre07, Owe07, Tal11]. 1968
[Lar17, Cea09, Cha00, Esl10, Lew07, McA07, McA08, Mil17a, Pre11a, Rya08a]. 1969 [Dum20, Joh20, Wal12b, Cal09, Sar05b, Sch10]. 1970 [Her07, Tho11]. 1970s [Blu14, Hus13, JE19, QG12, Zuk19, Bur16]. 1971
[Gan16, Hel07, Wid05]. 1972 [Xia06, Cha14, Joh14b, Coh08a, Gol11]. 1973
[Cog12, Din14a, Sar16, Yos15, Cha04, Lew12, Nie03, Wes00]. 1974
[She14, Soa20b, Hat11, Van02b]. 1975 [Lat16b, Dav11a, Law01, Rai11]. 1976
[Cra13, Dav11b, Dom03, Nie10a]. 1979 [Wet17, Zha15]. 1980
[Kuz19, Mas12, Nie12]. 1988 [Din18, Kaz19, Ros05, Win11]. 1989
[Chi14, Gra12b, Hut19, Kop16, Rug16c, Sim16, Cri10, Eva00, Eva07, Ged99, Ptk02, Sny11, Sto07, Zie08]. 1989/90 [Rug16c]. 1990
[Ble16, Alp09, Bru05, Bru08, Git07, Rus05]. 1991 [Dom15c, Rad16, Rei16, Cox02, Eva09, Gen04, Gil05, Hut01, Kar04, Wet11a, Wet11b]. 1992
[Pas03, Wet01]. 1995 [Lar02]. 1996 [Eng02]. 1999
[Val14, Die01, Per04, Ste05].

2 [Her04c, Kra99a, Kra03f, Kra04b, Mor00c]. 20 [Pen18]. 2001


3 [Kra99c, Kra05a].

40-kh [Odo02]. '44 [Cie07]. 47 [Ald07]. 49 [Sch02b].

5 [Gar02]. 53 [Van99].

60-kh [Odo02]. 61 [Ald08]. 62 [Osg04, Smit03]. 63 [Nue06]. 64 [Coo04]. '68 [Nie10a]. 68er [Mil17a]. 69 [Spe18].
3

73 [Qua09]. 75 [Moi14, Dav10].

89 [Wei04a].

90 [Rug16c]. 91 [Tho08, Zub99]. 98 [Cla01].

Aaron [Hof20]. Abandoning [Ale07]. Abduction [Ess15]. Able [Mas09]. Abolition [Gly06]. Abroad [DF12, God11, Kuz19, Zhu16, Mil15b, Bra02b, Bre08, Kru08]. Absher [Aft13]. Absolute [Ric09]. Abwanderung [Wet09]. Abyss [Her07a].


Achille [Joh07d]. Acquisition [Eng07]. Action [Cob18, Cor14, Elmi04, Gar01a, Joh07c]. Activism [Kom18, Mic17]. Activists [Li18, Sch19]. Activities [Alo05, HK09, Ris15, Tro16b]. Ad [Win15]. Adam [Kos15, Tis15, Kra00]. Adams [Ric15]. Adapting [Hop03].

Adaptive [Dob10b]. Addicted [Sch11]. Adelman [Dan15]. Adenauer [Sch05]. Administration [Lat08, Mit07, All14, Bar19, Bro02b, Bur05, Gue17, Han17, Joh07b, Jon19, KW09, Lin09, Lud13, Lun04, Mat15, McD02, Njo02, Sch17, Sen19, Kau09]. Administrations [Mar05]. Adrian [Rog15]. Advance [Zei08]. Advancing [Tan05].

Advent [Bi05]. Adventures [Dan14]. Adversaries [Bro02a]. Adversary [Hat09, Luk07]. Advertising [Bro10]. Advice [Ran10]. Adviser [GJP +19]. Advisers [Kap16]. Advisory [Aft13]. Affair [Mak17]. Affairs [Dan16a, Hor07, Kuk11, Ros05]. Afgantsy [Gra12a, Gra12b]. Afghanistan [Bla05, Bra16a, Gra12a, Gra12b, Sai02, DF19, Gra12b, Kau09, Win17, Bea06, Gra12a, Jer11, Pra09].

Afraid [Sc20]. Africa [Bri15, Cog12, DeR17, Dom03, KG11, Kan12a, Kan15, Lar17, Nie10b, Yor15, DFK +20, Gle06a, Gle06b, Mil13, Rei19, Tel18, Gru07]. Africa/L’Amérique [Cog12]. African [Mue17, Par16, Smi03, The15, Whi16, Li18]. Africans [Par16, Whi16]. Afrique [Cog12].

After [Ada03, Fed17, Leb03, Mid00, Ano08k, Bal05, BS02, Con07, DF12, Dei14, Din14b, Dou15, Gre08, Ham18, Hei06, Jer08, Mad08a, Mic08, Ree16, Sta13, Sza10a, Woi13, Dei02, McM12a, Oli11, Sfi02]. Afterwards [Chi14]. Aftermath [Pol05, Pos07]. against [Bac02, Blu14, Bus14, Eva13, Fet20, Ing04b, Kru05, Mac06, Pen06, Ric07, Sur13, Rak10, Mad08b]. Age [Ans17, Cap08, Her03a, Jen03, Sha18, Wat18, Boy11, Her99, Pol07a].

Agencies [Ric09]. Agency [Kel19, Kru07a, Pud12]. Agenda [Bro02b, Dar12, Mas19b, Mor00a, Tan05, Ula99]. Agenda-Setting [Dar12].

[Ste20]. Ahab [Eth05]. Ahern [Bur13]. Aid [Bod08, Fer11, Gan06, Mid11, Stoi14, Zha15]. AIDS [Sel19]. Air [Her11a, Poc03, Ric07, Sha18, Wys18, Zal04]. Air-Atomic [Sha18]. Airlift [Gra13a, Kuk13]. Airman [Pfa02]. Akteure [Sch08]. al [Rug18, Lei08]. al-Qaeda [Lei08]. al. [Din14b, Hus13, Pet18, Sta13, Yor20]. Alamos [Nor09, Kru07b]. Albania [Meh11a]. Albanien [Las19]. Alchemy [Len12]. Aldo [Dra06]. Alessandro [Dom20]. Alexander [Rad15, HK09]. Alexievich [Bra16a, Bra16a]. Alfred [Gal16b, Nai16]. Alger [Kle16, Fet20, KLUHKZ, Mar09, Mar08a]. Algeria [Gil05, Mor06, Yor18]. Algerian [Gos08]. Algers [CS07]. Alienation [Bak09]. Aligned [Jak16, Lüt16]. Alignment [Raj14, ZC16, Geh05]. Alignments [HF14]. Alive [ST17]. Alcock [McP19]. alle [Lar07a]. Allen [Pra14, Kho14, Kho14]. Allende [Gus10, HT19]. Alliance [Bra05, Bro02a, Coh12, Kuz16, Nau04, Pen06, Pud12, Rea11, Sch05, Wis00, All14, Cur15, Dar12, Hug08, McK08, Svi16, Tro16b, Kap04, Kli05, Von03, Zha12a]. Alliances [Mas02, Nue05]. Allianz [Nue06]. Allied [Bre08, Fei10, Bor12b, Koo12]. Allies [God11, Bro02a, Sim04]. Allowed [Fei09]. Alltag [War06]. Ally [Sae07]. Almost [Ole18]. Alone [Koc10]. Alpo [Mas19a]. Altered [Sch02c]. Alternative [Tum16]. Alternatives [Sen16]. Aluminum [Mar15]. Alvandi [Key16]. Alyosha [Cob18]. Am [Sci20, Bis11, Lar07a]. Ambassador [Kan10, Taa13, Wei04a]. Ambassadors [Tei11]. Ambitions [Bla15, Vu19]. Ambivalent [Cho10, Sch05]. America [Ale07, Bar03b, Bel09, Bel13, Bro10, Bro04, Byr01, Dar15, Dar16, Dav09, Dei14, Din02, Dom20, Dom08, Dom15b, Eva00, Gra13a, Hay99, Her99, Law10, Lee06b, Lov10, Low08, Mat16b, Nau04, Nie10a, Nor07, Par13, Pas03, Pen06, Poc03, Pru04, Rus04b, Sau12, Sch02a, Sha02b, Sur13, War08, Wat17, Wat18, Zei08, All14, Car99, Har19, Mar07c, McC14, Sho15, Soa06, Yar09, Zim09, Din13, Joh13a, Wee18, Whi12, Bal15, Bel11, Boc06, Cog12, Duk02, Fin04, Gil06, Har11, Kau02, Lun04, McM05, Moy11, Rem08, Sae07, War01, You12a]. American [Alo05, Ans17, Bac09, Bai18, Bak09, Bel02, Bhi15, Boc10, Bos15, Bra02b, Bur16, Bur08, Cal06, Cal09, Che19, Chi07, Cob18, Cra17, Cri10, Dan10, Dav12, Dei02, Die01, Din04, Dom07, Dom18, Dom07, Dom09, Dumb17, Fer15, Fes07, Gar02, Gar01b, Gas06, Gen18, Gen17, Gle05, Gre10, Ha20, Haf08b, Her17, Her04a, Hoc16, Hor07, Ir14, Jer11, Joh03, Joh14b, Kal12, Kap14, Kau03, Ken05, Kir16, Kra04a, Lan10, Laz07, Len14, Lin15, Lom09, Low04, Low06, Mad07, Mar07a, Mar08b, Mar07d, Mat04b, Mav18, McE03, McF19, Mil06, Mur02, Nic12, Nin03, Nor10, Nut02a, Osg04, Per04, Pre17, Pud12, Rak15, Ram01, Rec17, Rep12, Rog15, Ros04, Rus04a, Sap03, Sch02b, Sha18, Sha02b, She07, Sib11, Sin18, Smi07, Smi11, Suy17, Soa20a]. American [Sto11, Sto06, Sza10a, Sza10b, The15, Usd11, Val08, Vau15, Veil14b, Vit04, Wal07, Wal17b, Whi03a, Whi04, Whi11b, Whi15, Wil08b, Win15, Wys12, Bor05b, Col0, CKP05b, CKP05a, Dar12, Her13, Ing04b, Jen17, Kam13, Kur13, Kus02, Lii18, Luk07, MCB15, Mic11, Mid00, Oli11, Ria17, Rin12, Tod17, Xia06, You07, Zha06, Ar06, Cap14, Her03a, Hes02,
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Catholic [Szp10]. Catholicism [Leu13]. Caucasus [Dan12a]. Caught [Kom18, Kra04a, Lee12, Lak11]. Cauldron [As14]. Causes [Tur01]. Caution [Röh18]. Cautionary [Bur10]. CCP [Rad17]. CDU [Sch05]. CDU/CSU [Sch05]. Causes [Wei04a, Bot17]. Cede [Rug16b]. Center [Kuk11]. Central [Edg08, Gat03, Gra07, Hut19, Joh06, Ken03, Kra99b, Kra99a, Kra99c, KCG +17, Kus03, LeF03, Mc14, Odo06, Pas03, Pud12, Shl09, Sny03a, Soa06]. centrale [Gra07]. Centrifuge [Bur17]. Century [Aki02, Dom06, Gor05, Her17, Mil06, Pet11a, rut10, Spr17, Zei08, Bor12a, Cea17, Cob18, Kal14, Rad14, Bur08, Dav11b, Kab05, Lib07, Roz11, Sch02c]. Certain [Car17, Woh99]. Chair [Par19]. Challenge [Gho00, Goo10, McB15, O'D09, Tal03, Wys18]. Challenges [Eng09, Hen09, Iri14, Ler15, Ser13]. Chambers [Whi10]. Chance [Bru08, Div00, Rad17]. Change [Bro08, Dom09, Eng05, Har11, Kap16, Mar05, Nie16b, St07, Won04, Sco17, Mil02]. Changed [Bra14, Mat08, Win15]. Changing [Che06, Dob10a, Joh07b, Leb06, Luk01, Yar09, Ald07, Pra99]. Channel
Dan16a, Dan10, Dan12b, Dan15, Dan16b, Dar15, Dar16, DeR17, Dee07, Dei02, Dei14, Dei15, Diz10, Dob10a, Doc05, Dom15a, Dom20, Dom08, Dom09, Dom15b, Dra12b, Duk11, Dum17, Eck14, Eng20, Fei05, Fie03, Fin04, Fou14, Fri10, Gaf11, Gal09, Gal16b, Gar00a, Gar10b, Gas06, Gem18, Gen04, Gen17, Ger14, Gif05, Gill, Gil06, Gle05, Gol07, Goo15, Goo17, Gre08, Gro07, Guz13, Haa13, Haf08a, Haf08c, Ham15, Har08, Har12b, Hay03, Hay15b, Hay15a, Hei16, Hen09, Her16, Her03a, Her07a, Hes12, Hit16, Hut01, Ing17.

Cold [Jak16, Jer08, Jer16a, Kan12a, Kan12b, Kan15, Kap04, Kap10, Key16, Kir08, Kir09, Kle04, Kna02, Kre12b, Kre08, Kru08, Kuk13, Kur05a, Lat08, Lat14, Lat16a, Lau00, Lee06b, Lef12, Ler15, Lev10a, Lev10b, Lew12, Lib01, tL16, Lov10, Lov04, Luk17, Lun04, Mad02, Mad04, Mad07, Mad08a, Mag14b, Mal15, Man13, Mar18, Mar06a, Mar08b, Mar12, Mav18, McM14, MC19, Mey11, Mik12, Mil04a, Mit07, Moe03, Nau04, Nie12, Nie10b, Nin03, Nor15, Nue05, Off08, Osg04, Pai17, Pai05, Par09, Pec08, Pen06, Pet18, Pfo02, Poc03, Pol06, Por09, Pra14, Pra15a, Pra15b, Pra20, Pud12, Qua09, Rak15, Ram07, Ram01, Ram08, Ram11a, Rec16, Rei16, Ric15, Rie15, Rob10, Roh17, Ros10a, Ros00, Ros04, Sal06, Sap03, Sar05a, Sar16, Sar05b, Sar11, Cold [Sau12, Sch03, Sch17, Sco17, Sel02, Sen16, Sha11, Sha06, Sha07b, Sib11, Sin18, Sny11, Soa09, Soa13, Soa20a, Spe01, Spe14, Spe15, Sti10, Str12, Str09, Tal99, Tay19, Tei11, Tho11, Tol10, Usd16, Val08, VA12, Vam10, Van99, Vau15, Ver18, Vil16, Wei01, Wem09, Wet01, Whe06, Whi02a, Whi02b, Whi06, Whi08b, Whil1b, Whi12, Whi13, Whi14b, Win07, Wr13, Woo13, Yar09, Yor15, Yor19a, Yor20, You12a, Zhu16, vD08, Ano08k, ARN16, Blu14, Bri13, Bro08, Buc17, Car99, Car17, Chl19, Cly13, Cri04, Cur15, DFK+20, Dum14, Eng03, Ess15, Eva01, Fav18, Fed17, FAM16, FM16, For05, Fox09, Gar04d, Gel12b, Gho00, GK02, GJ+19, G010b, Goo10, G010, GD99, Gue17, Hal16, Har19, Hay00, HF14, Hop03]. Cold [HT19, Iat18, Ing04b, JER19, Jer01, Jor01, Kac02, Kep17b, Kar14b, Kei19, KSR18, Kon17, Kra18, Kra06f, Kra13b, KCG+17, Kre07, Le18, Li18, Lit10, Luk01, Luk07, Luk16, Li16, Lyn16, Mac06, Mak13, Mak17, Mak12, Mar02, Mar07c, Mar15, Mas02, May13, McG06, McK08, McM06, Me15, Mic17, Mod17, Mue13, Mue16, Nut02b, Odo06, Osg02, Pen16, Pip11, Pon01b, Pow16, QML16, Rad06, Raj14, Ray20, Rei19, Ria17, Ris14, RG15, Sac18, SS18a, Sch16, Sha01, Sha02, Sha12, SY17, She20, Shi13, Sny13, Sur02, TW05, Tho05, Tra09, Tro16b, Ula99, Wal13b, Woh99, Woh05, Wys18, Xia08c, Zak10, Zim09, Zka19, vW19, A0605, Bel02, Ber15, Bra02a, Cha07a, Cri10, Dan11, Duk11, Eva00, Fri02, Gal15, Gas00, Ger14, Haa05, Hei06, His13, Cold [Hus00, Jon07, KG11, Mar07d, Mas00, McD06, Mil15a, Mur07, Nam13, Nin03, Ros13, Ven02a, Wal07, Wei12, Whi14a, Whi15, Zie08]. Cold-War [Ram11a]. Colin [Har18, Kle16, Rab13]. Collaboration [Sha12, Spa14]. Collaborator [Ryd14]. Collapse [BL10a, BL10b, Cal03, Ged99, Gra07, Jen17, KW07, Kni03, Kor07, Kra03a, Kra03g, Kra03f, Kra04b, Kra05a, Mat04a, Rus16, Rus05, Sim17, Szp07a, Tay00]. Collapsed [Mou03]. Collateral [Zha12a]. collection [Kar15c]. Collective [Eln04, McG99]. Collectivization [Maw08].
College [Gem18]. Colman [Dum20, Wal12b]. Colonel [Mav18]. Colonial [Che08a, Dom08, Smi03]. Colonialism [Hei15]. Color [Ros04, Yor19a]. Colton [Ste18]. Columbia [Mad09]. Combat [Bur19, Wal12a]. Combatants [Mat04b]. Comfortable [Boz15]. Comforts [Ber15]. Coming [Kna05, Son02, Zub14]. Comintern [Nat04, Tra09]. Command [Dav09, Gal15, Her05, Odo06]. Commander [Pfa02]. Commemoration [Oli11]. Comment [Ho00, Mil00, Pas10, She03]. Commentaries [Ano08j, Bac11, BL10b, Gad13, Gre11, Lüt10, MS08, Nat12, NLM12, Rad12b]. Commentary [Apt08, Ell12, Esh08, Gar10a, Gar10c, Gra12c, Har12a, Hol12, Kam13, Kap12, Kol12, Lev08, Mat10b, Ros12, Rub12, She12b, Szp12, Wal12c, Whi08a, Xia08b, Zha12b]. Commission [Pos07, Wal17a]. Commitment [Eck07a, Lar11, Lon09, Zim09]. Committee [Bra06, Bri13, Cor14, Hei16, Lar07a, Joh13b, Hei16, Bra04, Rub06]. Common [Cob18, Her11a, Ket14]. Commonsense [Hay13]. Communication [Nie16b]. Communing [Kir08]. Communism [Bru16, Cal02, Dim08, Dou15, Fou14, Gor03, Hay15b, Hol08, Inmm16, KW07, Kle08, Kor07, Law07, Lew07, Mur05, Rob14, Rya10, Szp07a, Vár09, Whi11a, Zin11, Ber14, Cho10, Dra04a, Dra04b, Dra10, Hay00, Kra03a, Kra04b, Kra05a, Kub07, Lyn16, Szp07b, Tho05, Van04, Bug15, Cra03, Ell09, Hei06, McM08, Nei07, Pet11a, Rad11, Rya10, Tol03, Whi10]. Communist [Bor09, Buc17, Chi14, Fri10, Ger13, Gil18, Jan08, Joh14b, Kap10, Ken07, Lev10b, Rob10, Sch02a, Sha08b, Sli04, Sti10, Sto06, Ván10, Vü19, vD12, Cor14, DS14, Gas19, Hai12, Iat05, Lan01, Ler04, yL09, Mar13a, Mar08c, Rad07, Sfi01, Szp10, Tra09, Wil07, Fis03, Wei02]. Communist-Bloc [Len04]. Communist-Era [Szb10]. Communist-Inspired [Wil07]. Communists [Dom20, Ran12, Hai16, Njo02]. Communities [Bak09, Leu13]. Community [Cob18, Dei02, Doc08, Hur05, Kal16, Ka09, Kaz09, Hay17, Lie12, Nor09]. Compagnio [Dra08]. Companion [Bos15, Cli07, Hol15, Hol10, Law05, Sth15]. Companions [Bos15]. Comparative [Boo03, Gra17, Ket14, McM05, SY17]. Compared [Sai02]. Comparing [Bis12, Cap14]. Comparison [DS14]. Compensation [FM16]. Competition [Mar07c, Pi015, Pol02a, Sin18, Won04, Zhr16]. Complex [Ber01, Gho00, Pra15a, Pra15b, Nor07, Whi02b]. Complications [Dim08]. Composing [Spr17]. Compound [Ehm04]. Comprehensive [Bur04]. Compromise [Par19]. Conrade [ST17, Vár09]. Comrades [Joh14a, Ell09, Yor19a]. comunismo [Gor09, Bro11]. Conant [Her19, Her19]. Conboy [McA14]. Concentration [Ber07]. Concept [Yor17b]. Concerns [Whe06]. Concise [McM10]. Condemned [Eng02]. Condor [Wee18]. Conduct [Bac11, BM12]. Conducting [Bur04]. Conference [Dad19, Mid00, SX09, Röh18, Wan17]. Conferences [Eva07, Rob07, Bar18]. Confidential [Aft13]. Confirm [Ole11]. Conflict [Bru01, Che08a, Din04, Din14a, Fre07, Gan07, Her17, Hol06, Kho14, Kna05, Lak11, Lut06, Mel01, Mic17, Mil15a, Por09, Qua09, Rad16, Rai11, Rea11, She20, Ste02, Tof05, You12a, Ger14, Kan12b, Dan10, Gar04a]. Conflicting
Conflicts [Ne10b]. conflitto [Mas11b]. Confront [Joc07, Mas00, Moe07]. Confrontation [Fri02, Gar04a, Kli02, McK15b, Nam13, Zlo03]. Confronting [Dom20, Gar02, Lut06]. Confronts [Meh11b, Soa06]. Congo [Kan12a, Kan15, Nam13, Nam16, Ian14, You12a]. Congress [Joh05, Mat16b, Whi03a, Joh01, Sci20, Bar07]. Conley [Gal15]. Connecting [Hes12]. Connection [Hol99]. Conquest [Far15]. Constitution [DX18]. Constitutionalism [yL01b]. Constraints [Mat16a]. constructing [Dav09]. Construction [Boc10, Duk10, Eng09, Lie08, Ste05]. Constructions [Nin03]. Constructivist [Adl03]. Consultation [Hat17]. Consumerism [Cal07a, Cal07b, Por08]. Consumption [Gun02, Rut12b]. Contact [Mas16]. Contained [Wal13a]. Containing [Fre01, Joh07a]. Containment [Aro06, Bor99, Cho10, Jer06]. Contemporary [Har12b, Hur05, Ket14]. Contending [Kri04, Zha02]. Contest [Kel19, Ste18]. Contested [Tum14, Pol05]. Contesting [Aro06]. Context [Con03, Sta16, Ken07]. Continental [Her11a, Her16]. Continues [Hay00]. Continuity [Cog02b, Mar05]. Continuum [Kur05b]. Contradiction [Bak09]. Contradictions [Zha02]. contrats [Mar13b]. Contre [Lef02]. Contre-espionnage [Lef02]. Contributors [Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano01c, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano17a, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c, Ano19d, Ano20a]. Control [Bot17, Cra13, Dav09, McD02, Ols18, Sha08a, Wal12a, Aft20]. Controversial [Mad15]. Controversy [Kra18]. Convention [Car17]. Conventional [Car17, Usd09]. Conversation [Nor05]. Conversations [Pos07, Tis15]. Convicts [Pip15]. Cooperation [Dom15c, Gel12b, Has13, HF14, Mid00, Ols18, Pec13a, Rea11, Ste02]. Coordinating [Bae16, God11]. Coordination [Mar02]. Copeland [Dre15]. Coping [Rai11]. Corinna [Mac19]. Corporate [Fav18]. Corporation [Gho00]. Corps [Cly13, Ho20]. Correspondence [Dei07, Pip03, Spe18]. Correspondent [Dan10]. Cosmopolitan [AE02, Aki02]. Costigliola [Suy17]. Costs [Moi03]. Cotton [Fer11]. Could [Cle00]. Couldn’t [Moy11]. Council [Bur19, Lar07a, Ne14, Dra12a]. Counter [Kau09, Mor06, Shl06]. Counter-Cultures [Shl06]. Counter-Terrorism [Kau09, Mor06]. Countering [Imm16]. Counterinsurgency
[Cra13, Kap17b, Lon11, Bur13, Rem08]. **Counterintelligence** [Fox09, Gro07, Hay03, Ric10]. **Counternarcotic** [Pem16].

**Counterrevolution** [Sim16, Kos15]. **Counterspy** [Gro07]. **Counterculture** [Gra07]. **Counterspy** [Fox09, Gro07, Hay03, Ric10]. **Countries** [Nil19]. **Country** [Buc17, Kar15c, Pac06, Vuj02]. **Coup** [Dun03, Gas13a, Get15, Gun15, Gus10, Hol05a, Mav18, Rad06]. **Couple** [Sha11]. **Courage** [Pra20]. **Course** [Eck19, Pra99]. **Court** [Ale08, Bel09]. **Court-Martial** [Bel09]. **Courting** [Par16, Whi16]. **Courts** [Rya10].
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Mar01, Mas00, Mas08, Mas09, Mat10a, McM12a, Mid00, Nor05, Nor07,
Nor10, O’D09, Pol07a, Que02, Rea11, Rep03, Ros10a, Sar19, Sch01, Sco09,
Ste14, Sto15, Usd09, Wei01, You07, Bar11b. nucleare [Eva09]. Number [Mil15b]. NVA [Ban14]. NVA-Offiziers [Ban14]. Nylon [Shl09].
o [Sok99]. Obama [Sim14]. Observed [Wei04a]. Observer [Cly13].
Observing [Sie06]. Obsessions [Gun12]. Occupation [Jol07, Kim16, Kor06, Mar06a, Ray20, Shi13, Sny09, SM12, Wil03, Ess15]. Occupied [Bis04, Nai02]. O’Connell [Hof20]. O’Connor [Haa20]. October [Nei08, Qua14, Yos15, Col19, Haj12, LX14]. Odd [Sha11]. Odyssey [Diz10].
Off [Bar19]. Off-the-Record [Bar19]. Öffentlichkeit [Shl06]. Office [Rob14, God11, Pif15]. Official [Cea00, Kna03, Mur04]. Offiziers [Ban14]. Ogaden [Yor15]. Oil [Gas06, She14]. oIsrael [Din18]. okeanom [Tsy08]. Old [CT03b, Rad07]. Oldenziel [His13]. olimpijskich [Kaz19]. Oliver [Whi13]. Olympic [Soa13, Vau15, Rid16]. Once [Sny99]. One [Bar12a, Jac16, yL01b, Tau02, Kap17a, Tay15, McE03, Sco09]. One-Party [yL01b]. Ongoing [Rug11]. Onset [Hac03, Mak17]. Onto [Ban16]. Onur [My15]. op [Nor15]. Open [Pra15a, Pra15b, Mar07c, Tal08]. Opening [Lee17, Nut02c, Rus16]. Operation [Gas13a, Rog15, Sel19, Pra07]. Operational [Wir07a]. Operations [Bru03, Don05, Kir08, Lea01, Lei18, Mil01, Pem16, Pif15, Ric07, McA14, Kna02]. Operativgruppen [Sul17].
Opinions [Kre12a, Kre12b, Gan08]. Oppenheimer [Aft02, Aft03, Kru07b, Her07b]. Opportunities [Fre07]. Opportunity [Aso08k, Gre08, HTP+15, Jer08, Mad08a, Mas08, Wen04]. Opposition [Dap14]. Oppression [Dun14]. Option [Eng09]. Options [Bur05]. Oracles [Eng08]. Oral [Bal05, BL10a, BL10b, Gar10c, Haa05, Wil17]. Orange [Bra14]. Orbits [Von03]. Order [Gav05, Yor18, Boc10]. Organisation [Whi11a]. Organization [Die01]. Organizations [Die07, Hei16, Hur05, Alo05]. Organized [Hei16]. Orientalism [Cha07a, Jon07, Sha07a]. Original [Sar05a]. Origins [Bar03b, Blu15, Bro08, Coh08b, Dar12, Dom15a, Dra12b, Fed17, Ged99, Gi05, Gle05, Haf08c, Han13, Hes02, Imm16, Kar15b, Kra18, Lan10, Lar11, Mal15, McC14, Neh11, Odo06, Pem16, Pon01b, Qua13, Raj14, Rob02b, Sha20, Sho15, Son02, Whi13, You07, Zha02, Zhi00, Dav10]. Orwell [Hol10, Ros10b]. Oscar [Eng20]. OSS [Has07]. Ost [Bru05]. Osten [Rie08, Ste20]. Österreicher [Bis08, Wil08a, Bis11, Rug17]. Österreichische [Bis1]. österreichischen [Kar14a]. Österreichs [Rug16b]. östlichen [Nai04, Nai08b]. Ostpolitik [Han13, Lew12, Nie03, Sar16, Nie16b, Nie08]. Ostpolitik-Westpolitik [Lew12, Sar16]. O’Sullivan [Pec13a]. Other [Bar03b, Blu14, Dan14, Can08, Ing04b, Lat16a, LaZ07, Log01, LiUt14, Pas10, You08, SS18b]. otnosheni [Mue10]. otnosheniya [Yor17a]. Our [Che08b, Dan12a, Sie06, Fes07, Pas03, Rus04b]. Ours [Kor06]. Outbreak [Gol06a]. Outreach [Gue17]. Overcoming [Gen04]. Overflight [Pra07]. Overseas [Duk02, Tsy08]. Overtures [Bar12b]. Overview [Haf08c]. Own [Kau02, Pas03]. Oxford [McM14]. Oyen [Pai17].
Ozawa [RT13].


Paris [Kar15b, Law05, Lut09]. Park [Cli15b]. Parliamentarian [Dra08]. Part [Nag17, Nag18, Sel19, Her04b, Her04c, Kra99b, Kra99a, Kra99c, Kra03a, Kra03g, Kra03f, Kra04b, Kra05a, Mor00b, Mor00c]. parti [Shl06]. Partei-staatslicher [Shl06]. Parteien [Nai04, Nai08b]. Parties [Lan01].

Partition [Gan08, Tal11]. Partners [Kis06]. Partnership [Bes10b, Mor02]. Party [Gil05, Kno06, yL01b, Shi06, ST17, Tra09, Vic08, You12b, Fri18, yL09].

Pascale [Cog12, Par19]. Passage [Joh03]. Passing [Chi04]. Passive [Duk11]. Past [Leb03, Pol13, Ral11, Yan08, Fin13, Ger13, Zub14, Moe07].


Partition [Gan08, Tal11]. Partners [Kis06]. Partnership [Mas10b, Moe18, Shi01, Shi06, ST17, Tra09, Vic08, You12b, Fri18, yL09].

Peaceful [Nie16b]. Peacemaking [Din10]. Pearl [Bar03b, Sch09, Tie07].

Peasant [Law12]. Peer [Sen19]. Peer [Ris15]. Peckelder [Dap14].

Pelorpsenes [Bo03]. Penetration [Bar08]. Pentagon [Ros17]. People [Bar18, Bru10, Bug15, Dan12a, Fri04, ST17, Zie08, vDG07, Nor07].

Perceptions [Bru03, Gas19, KW07, Kor07, Szo07a]. percezioni [Rom].


Perspective [Jer06, Mas09, Sar05a, Hus13, Woo13, Gar01b, Joh05, Mad08b, Mat08]. Perspectives [Ano08k, Ano10i, Ass10, BH17, Din10, DFK+20, HP17, JLBK17, Kan12b, KSR18, Kra12, Kra13b, Nai01b, Nie10b, Nue05, Pre11b, SZK12, Whi14a, vDG07, vDO08, vW19, Ger14, Saa14a, Gle05, McM05, Moli10, Mun07].
[Coh12, Gil06]. **Process** [Dav10, Din04, Bék16]. **Proclaiming** [Che10].
**Proclamation** [Mac06]. **Procurement** [Gho00]. **Producing** [Aro06].
**Production** [Nor05, Sch01]. **Professional** [Sap03]. **Profile** [Mor13].
**Program** [Bur19, Mar01, Pol10, Ran12, Oye14]. **Programs** [Kna03].
**Progress** [All14, Dar12, Kuz16, Alk05]. **Project** [Bar08, Kas16, Pan01].
**Proletarian** [RTYD19]. **Proliferation** [Bur17, Que02]. **Prometheus** [Ble16].
**Promised** [Hor07]. **Promoted** [Hay03]. **Promoting** [Sau12].
**Promotion** [McC14, Sim14, Sn19]. promyshlennyi [Odo02]. **Promotion** [McCl14, Sim14, Saa19].
**Promulgation** [Moe03]. Propagation [Bel13, Bus14, Din02, Gue17, Hei15, Kaž09, Kna02, Kre12a, Kre12b, Kru08, Mar15, Mod17, Moe03, Ptk02, Rid16, Sha02, Sha08b, SY17, Sta00, Whi02a, Yar09].
**Property** [Ran12]. **Proposal** [Tal08]. **Proposals** [HTP+15, Kou12].
**Prosl** [Rug16b]. **Prospekt** [Sha12]. **Protection** [Kom18]. **Protest** [Fin05, Tro16a]. **Protestants** [Moe07].
**Promulgated** [Moe07]. **Promulgation** [Bai18, Dar15, Dar16, Far15, Hoc16, Joh14b, Mac19, Mcka15a, Mic17, Mil17, Nam13, Rog15].
**Race** [Bel02, Dan12b, DeR17, Dou06, Haf08a, Mcm12a, Mit07, Pra15a, Pra15b, Ros04, Ros05, She12c, She13, Tod17, Wan16, Neu11, Ros00, Smi11, Wom13].
[Byr12, Crti02, Crti10, Fal05, HF14, Hol08, Pos19, Byr12, Haa13]. **RAF** [Cra07]. **Raghavan** [Gan16]. **Raiders** [Lea01]. **Rain** [Oye14]. **Raising** [Kas16]. **Rajak** [Pet18, Yor20]. **Rakove** [God14]. **Rallying** [Haa13].
**Randall** [Mat16a]. **Range** [Wei01]. **Rank** [Mik15b]. **Ransom** [Pet08].
**Raoul** [Mat12]. **Raphael** [Git20]. **Rapprochement** [Lin11, Xia06].
**Rasmus** [Ing17]. rasshireniyu [Min19]. **Rauschenberg** [Kac02]. **Re** [Mar09, Cha04]. **Re-examining** [Cha04]. **Reaching** [Har18]. **Reaction** [dL13]. **Reactions** [Haj12, HT19, Kou12, yL09]. **Reader** [Gaf07]. **Readers**
Reading [DX18, Bac02]. Readings [Ran06]. Reagan
[ Ale04, Dan16c, Kau02, Kau09, Son19, McB15, McD02, Dan15, Gaf11, Kau02, Mat10a]. Real
[Eck07b, Gei12, Lud13, Rad15]. Realist
[Dav12, Ho06]. Realities [Cly01, yL12]. Reality [Haj12, Szo10]. Really
[Bor05b]. Reappraisal [Mak12]. Rearguard [She03]. Rearmament
[Sny13]. Rearranging [Lüt14]. Reason [McM11, To05]. Reassess
[BL10a, JL10b]. Reassessment [JKM12, Kra13a, Mil13, Pre17].
Reappraisal [Mak12]. Rearguard [She03]. Rearmament
[Sny13]. Rearranging [Lüt14]. Reason [McM11, To05]. Reassess
[BL10a, JL10b]. Reassessment [JKM12, Kra13a, Mil13, Pre17].
Reappraisal [Mak12]. Rearguard [She03]. Rearmament
[Sny13]. Rearranging [Lüt14]. Reason [McM11, To05]. Reassess
[BL10a, JL10b]. Reassessment [JKM12, Kra13a, Mil13, Pre17].
Reporting [Dan14, Gan08]. Reports [yL09, You08]. Repousis [Kap14].
Representation [Tod17]. Repression [DS14, Nag17, Nag18, Nat04, Tro16a].
Reprisals [Bal05]. Reprise [Eng02]. Republic [Pik02, Sha11, Spr17, Sza12a, Lar10, Win17, Bru04, Dal10, Fre01].
Republican [You12b]. Republics [Fet20]. Republikflucht [Wet09].
Rescue [Che18]. Research [Bur04, Mor00a, Sha08b, Stu15, Ula99, Roh17].
Resentment [Gor05]. Reserve [Eng09]. Resettlement [Sny09].
Reshaping [All14]. Resistance [Ass14, Kra06f, Kri04, Pif15, vDG07, Kna03, McG06, Gor05]. Resistors [Rem08]. Resolution [Tof05]. Resolve [Sny99].
Resolving [Adl03]. Resonanzen [Sch08]. Respite [Bra02a, Van02a].
Response [Cog03, Hit03, Kee00, MS08, McG99, Oye14, Ray20, Whi11a].
Reunification [Boz15]. Reveal [Kau02]. Revealed [Usd09]. Reverse [Tie07]. Review [Ans17, Bai18, Bal17, Bit17, Bra16a, Bru16, Che18, Coh18, Cra17, Dan16b, Din18, Dra18, Dum17, Edw16, Gal16a, Gan16, Gem18, Gil18, Ham18, Har18, Hay17, Hay16, Her16, Her17, Ing17, Jak16, Jer16a, Joh17, Kal16, Kap17a, Kas16, Key16, Kir16, Lar17, Lat16a, Len18, Luk17, Mas16, Mav18, Moe18, Mue17, Nai16, Nam16, Pai17, Pen18, Pet18, Rad16, Rec17, Rug16a, Rug17, Rus16, Say17, Sch17, SS18b, Sen16, Sha17, Sim17, Spr17, Ste18, Sul17, Vii16, Wal17a, Wal17b, Wat17, Wat18, Wec18, Wet17, Wil17, Xia08c, Yor18, Zab16, Zhu16, Ada03, Adl03, Ado08, Aft02, Aft03, Aft13, Aft20, Ak02, Akt10, Ald07, Ald08, Ale04, Ale07, Ale09, Ale01, Ale08, Ale12, Alk05, Alp05, Alp09, Aud05, Aud10, Arg03, Arg04]. review [Aro06, Ash10, Ass10, Ass14, Ass15, Ava04, Bac02, Bac09, Bae02, Bak09, Bal08, Bal15, Bal05, Bal10, Bar06, Ban07, Ban14, Bar08, Bar11a, Bar03a, Bar04, Bar03b, Bar11b, Bar07, Bay01, Bea06, Bel09, Bel02, Bel11, Bel13, Ber15, Ber04a, Ber01, Ber04b, Ber07, Bes07, Bis04, Bis08, Bis10, Bis12, Bis13, Bis14, Bla03, Bla05, Bla15, Bia16, Blu15, Boc06, Boc10, Bon07, Boo03, Bor05a, Bor09, Bor12a, Bos04, Bos15, Boy11, Bra14, Bra04, Bra05, Bra16b, Bra02a, Bra02b, Bre08, Bro15, Bro02a, Bro10, Bro06, Bro04, Bru01, Bru04, Bru05, Bru06, Bru08, Bru09, Bru10, Bru11, Bug15, Buh15, Bur16, Bur04, Bur08, Bur10, Bur13, Byr01, Byr12, Cal02, Cal03, Cal06, Cal07a, Cal07b, Cal09, Cal14, Cam05, Cap14, Cap08, Car13a]. review [Car13b, Car11, Car05, Cat08, Cea06, Cea09, Cea17, Cha08, Cha04, Cha07a, Cha14, Cha00, Che09, Che19, Che08a, Che08b, Che10, Chi04, Chu09, Chn07a, Chu07b, Cie07, Cla01, Cla09, Cle04, Cli07, Cli15a, Cli15b, Clo06, Clo09, Cly01, Cog02b, Cog02a, Cog12, Coh02, Coh06, Coh08a, Coh08b, Coh10, Coh11, Coh12, Coh13, Coh14, Coh15, Coh16, Coh17, Coh18, Coh19, Coh20].
Coh12, Col05, Con07, Coo04, Cou04, Cox02, Cra13, Cra03, Cra07, Cri02, Cri10, Cro00, Cro07, Cro15, Cro09, Cul13, Cur07, Dal10, Dal00, Dan07, Dan16a, Dan10, Dan11, Dan12b, Dan12a, Dan14, Dan15, Dan16c, Dap14, Dar15, Dar16, DF07, DF12, Dav09, Dav07, Dav10, Dav11a, Dav11b, Dav12, DeM12, DeR17, Dei02, Dei07, Dei13, Dei14, Dei15, Del07, Den06, Der02, Die08, Die01, Die07, Dim08, Din02, Din04, Din07, Din13, Din14a, Din14b].

**review** [Dit09, Div00, Div01, Diz10, Dob10b, Doc04, Doc05, Doc08, Dom05, Dom15a, Dom20, Dom03, Dom07, Dom08, Dom09, Dom15b, Dom15c, Don05, Dou06, Dou15, Dra08, Dra09, Dra12b, Dre05, Dre13, Dre15, Duk02, Duk10, Duk11, Duk13, Duk20, Eas10, Eck14, Eck07a, Eck19, Edg08, Ell03, Ell09, Elm01, Elm04, Eng07, Eng09, Eng08, Eng20, Eng02, Ert10a, Ert10b, Eth05, Eva00, Eva07, Eva09, Eva13, Fal05, Far15, Fei10, Fel05, Fer07, Fer15, Fes07, Fee03, Fin04, Fin05, Fin13, Fis03, For19, For02, Fou14, Fre01, Fre07, Fri02, Fri04, Fri05, Fri10, Gaf07, Gaf11, Gal07, Gal09, Gal15, Gal16b, Gan06, Gan07, Gan08, Gar00a, Gar01a, Gar02, Gar04a, Gar09, Gar13, Gar04b, Gar01b, Gar00b, Gar10b, Gas06, Gas13b, Gas00, Gat03].

**review** [Gav05, Ged99, Gel12a, Gen04, Gen17, Geo13, Ger13, Ger14, Gil05,Gil06, Git07, Git20, Gle05, Gly06, God14, Gol07, Gol03, Gol11, Gol12, Goo15, Goo17, Gor01, Gor03, Gor05, Gor09, Gos08, Gra05, Gra13a, Gra12a, Gra13b, Gra07, Gre05b, Gre05a, Gre01, Gre08, Gre10, GP11, Grl01, Gro07, Gro02, Gru07, GB10, Gun12, Gus10, Guz13, Haa05, Haa13, Han13, Haa20, Hae03, Haf08a, Haf08c, Haf08b, Hal07a, Hal07b, Ham15, Han13, Har08, Har12b, Har15, Har11, Has07, Hat10, Hat11, Haw07, Hay99, Hay03, Hay06, Hay11, Hay13, Hay15b, Hay15a, Hei16, Hei06, Hel07, Hen09, Her12, Her03a, Her07a, Her07b, Her02, Her04a, Her11b, Her09, Her19, Her05, Her08, Hes02, Hes12, Hes13, Hes02, His13, Hit16, Hix05, Hoc16].

**review** [Hof20, Hol15, Hol05b, Hol08, Hol10, Hol06, Hor07, Hou16, How14, Hur05, Hur10, Hus00, Hus05, Hus13, Hut01, Hut19, Imm16, Ing04a, Irr02, Irr11, Irr14, Jan08, JK07, Jen03, Jen17, Jer00, Jer08, Jer11, Jer13, Jer16b, Joc07, Joh03, Joh07a, Joh11a, Joh05, Joh06, Joh07d, Joh07c, Joh11b, Joh13a, Joh14b, Joh14a, Joh14c, Joh20, Jol07, Jon06, Jon03, Jon04, Jon07, Jon14, KG11, Kag05, Kal12, Kal14, Kal18, Kan10, Kan12a, Kan12b, Kan14, Kan15, Kap04, Kap14, Kap10, Kar15a, Kar15b, Kar15c, Kar04, Kau02, Kau03, Kau09, Kaž19, Kež02, KW07, Ken13, Ken05, Ken03, Ken07, Kes07, Ket14, Kh014, Kim07, Kim11, Kip03, Kip15, Kir08, Kir09, Kis06, Kle04, Kle08, Kle11, Kle16, Kli02, Kli05, Kna05, Kna02, Kno06].

**review** [Koc10, Koli15, Kop16, Kor06, Kor07, Kor10, Kos15, Kot17, Krs01, Krs04a, Kra06a, Kre12a, Kre12b, Kri04, Kri05, Kri08, Krol02, Kru07a, Kru08, Kru04a, Kru04b, Kru05, Kru07b, Kuk11, Kuk13, Kuk10, Kui13, Kuri05a, Kuri14, Kuri05b, Kuri10, Kuri11, Kuri15, Kus03, Kuz19, Kuz16, Lai08, Lak11, Lan10, Lar07a, Lar02, Lar07b, Las19, Lat08, Lat14, Lat16b, Lau00, Law01, Law05, Law07, Law08, Law10, Law11, Law12, Laz07, Lea01, Leb00, Leb03, Leb06, Lee06a, Lee12, Lee06b, Lee17, Lef02, Lef03, Lef12, Lei08, Len14, Len12, Len02, Ler06, Ler15, Lev10a, Lev04, Lev07, Lev10b, Lew07, Lew12, yL01a,
Vai05, Val08, VA12, Val14, Vám10, Van99, Van02a, Van02b, Vár09, Vau15, VeI13, VeI14a, VeI14b, Vit04, Von03, Vuj02, Wal12a, Wal12b, Wal07, Wal08, Wan09, Wan16, War06, War08, War01, Wea12, Wea15, WF12, Wei02, Wei04a, Wei04b, Wei12, Wei00, Wei06, Wei09, Wei01, Wet01, Wet09, Wet10, Wet11a, Wet11b, Wei02a, Wei02b, Wei03a, Wei04, Wei06, Wei08b, Whi10, Whi11a, Whi11b, Whi12, Whi14a, Whi14b, Whi15, Whi03b, Wid05, Wie07, WiI02, WiI03, WiI08a, WiI08b, WiI07, WiI11, WiI15, Win11, Win15, WiR03, WiR06, WiR07a, WiR07b, WiR13, WiS00, Won04, Woo12, Woo07, Woo13, Wym03, Wys12.

Review [Xia08a, Xia14, Yan08, Yaq02, Yon08, Yor17b, Yor17a, Yor20, Yos15, You12a, You12b, You13b, Zal04, Zei08, Zha02, Zha09, Zha12a, Zha15, Zhi20, Zie08, Zib99, Zib14, vC13, vD02, vD03, vD05, vD06, vD12, vH09].

Reviewing [Woh99]. Reviews [Sin18, Bis11, Chi14, Gra12b, Rob14, Roz03, Whi13, Yor15]. Revisionism [Ass11, Bis05, Mor12]. Revisionist [Zin11]. Revisionists [Ham15].

Reviews [Git20]. Revisited [Dav10, Mei01, Rad17]. Revisiting [Get15, Mar08c, You13a]. Revival [Eth05]. Revived [Szp14]. Revolt [Dap14, Gar04b]. Revolution [An008, Bal04, Bru04, Cap08, DF07, Edw16, Fin05, Ged99, Gib05, Gra07, Iat05, Ke19, Kos15, Kur05b, Law12, Lee06a, Lit11b, Mag14a, Man13, Nei00, SiI05, SiI09, Son02, Tel18, Vui19, Yor18, An008, Guo10, Lui08, Nag17, Nag18, RTYD19, Arg03, Kip03, Nei08, Sch03, Sin16].

Revolutionary [Eck07a, Gil18]. Revolutionary [And05, Har11, Hol06, Kan02, Kru05, Tha06]. Révolutionnaire [CS07].


Rise [Bai18, Bri13, Čav19, Dei02, Dom05, Eng09, Eng02, Fin05, Gra13b, Joh11b, Kul10, Par13, Pud12, Rad11, Rus04a, Sha18, Wat17, Wei02, Wis00, vC13]. Rising [Cie07, Pol06]. Risk [Col07]. Rivalries [Kra06f, Rus04b]. Rivalry [Sin18, Smi11, Zha12a, Elm04]. Rivals [Luk17]. rivoluzione [Gra07].

RL [Kom18]. Road [Cea09, Jac17, Kac02, Kim07, Mou02, Sch00b, Sto11, VeI14a, Wili00, ŽI16].

Robert [Aft03, God14, Ham15, Her17, Kru07b, Mav18, Prah17, Sen19, Tro16a, Whi12, Win15, Kac02]. Roberts [Rie15]. Robin [Rut12a]. ROCI [Kac02].

Roman [Aft13, Leu13]. Romance [Laz07]. Romania
[Fis03, Pet08, Wei04a, Bot17, Dra12a, Mun12, Sta16]. Romanian
[Wei04a, Mun10]. roman [Gor09]. Ronald [Kau02, McB15]. Rooms
[Stu19]. Roosevelt [Bar03b, Off08, Sin14, vD08, vDO08]. Roots
[Gan07, Nin03, RTYD19]. Rosa [Nei14]. Rosato [Lie12]. Rosenberg
[Usd09]. Rosenbergs [Usd16]. rossa [Gor09]. rossiisko [Mue10].
rossiisko-germaniskh [Mue10]. Rotarmisten [Nai10a]. Rote [Bis10].
rr [Sny06]. Rubenstein [Len18]. Ruckkehr [Mer13]. Ruggenthaler
[Nai10a]. Rote [Bis10]. Rouge [Zha15, For19]. Rovner [Geo13].
Ruckkehr [Mer13]. Ruggenthaler [Nai10a]. Rote [Bis10]. Rouge [Zha15,
rr [Sny06]. Rubenstein [Len18]. Ruckkehr [Mer13]. Ruggenthaler
[Nai10a]. Rote [Bis10].
Ped19, Rad06, Rad07, Ria17, Rob02b, Rob04, Sha12]. Soviet
[Shi13, Sta16, SM12, Sza18, Tay03, Tel18, Tol10, Tum03, Van11, Wal03,
Zak10, Zak18, Zhi00, Zub13, Con07, Sen16, You13b, Zub99]. Soviet-Bloc
[Mar02]. Soviet-Brazilian [Her20]. Soviet-Occupied [Nai02].
Soviet-Type [Shl06]. Sovietization [Nai10b]. Sovietologists [Kra04a].
Sovietology [Pip11]. Soviets [Ado08, Bar11a, Bor09, Jo07]. Sovmestnoi
[Nai02]. Sovjetisch-indische [Mue10]. Späte [Van11]. Space
[Col15, Dav09, Neu11, Smi08, Smi11, Von03, Wan16]. Spaces
[Pan01]. Spangled [Din13]. Spanish [McM08]. Speaking [And05].
Special [De02, GK02, Kna02, Kra03g, Luk07, Mil01, Pfl15, Wil02,
Wir13, You07]. Spectre [Mar15]. Spectrums [Dum14]. Spheres
[Raj14, Shi06]. Spiders [Fox09]. Spied [Kle08]. Spiegel [Rug15].
Spiel [Bis10, Ste20, Wul03, vD02]. sowjetischen [Bis13, Gri10, Rug16c].
Staat [Bru09]. staatlicher [Shl06]. Stability [Dal10, Dom11]. Staff
[Bro02a]. Stafford [Mar10]. Stages [Ros10a]. Staging [Pai05]. Stagnation
[Bit17]. Statikoptopoulos [Lat18]. Stalin
[Al08, Bae02, Ber01, Bra16b, Che99, Cra17, Dal00, Eng20, Ert10a, Ert10b,
Gal07, Gel12a, Gre08, Gri10, Hay99, Jer08, Kle08, Klu06, Lec17, Len12,
Mad08a, Mar01, Mar06b, McD06, Min19, Mou02, Nai04, Nai08b, Nai09,
Par09, Pon01a, Ran12, Re015, Rug16a, Sch00b, Ste99, Ude11, Yor17b, vD05,
Ano08b, AE02, Ell12, Gra12c, Har12a, HK09, Hol12, Kra99b, Kra99a, Kra99c,
y09, Meh11b, Per07, Pon01b, Rob02b, Rob07, Ros12, Rub12, Rug11, Szp12,
Ula99, Wol13, Zak18, Zhi00, DF12, Len18, Rec16, You13b, Ale08, And10,
Bra04, Bra05, Cap08, Cra13b, Ing04a, Kra06a, Kra12, Kur10, Kur15,
Mic08, Nai08a, Nai16, Pec08, Pol07b, Poi09, Rob08, Rub06, VA12, Sha20].
Stalin-Note [Rug15, vD05]. Stalinism
[Con07, Kri04, Sen16, Vai05, Eck07b, Lyn16, Ran02, Ran06]. Stalinist
[Con07, DF07, Edg08, Hes13, Nat04, Zub14, Kap16]. Stalinalization
[Lev07, v01b, Meh11a]. Stamps [Mod17]. Stand [Joh14b]. Standards
[Hes13]. Stanford [Kap17a]. Star [Hal08a, Joh13a, Sar05a, Din13, Von03].
Star-Crossed [Von03]. Starck [Dum17]. Stars [Eva07]. Start [Mun12].
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